Pool/Billiards Rules
Eight ball is a two-player (or two-team) game using a standard billiards table and cues. It uses sixteen balls;
one white (the cue ball), one black (the eight), seven solid colored and seven striped.

Object
•

The object of the game is to use the cue ball to knock all striped or solid-colored balls (depending on the
player) into the pockets, then knocking the eight ball in to win.

Setup
•

All the balls but the cue ball are placed tightly in a triangle with the apex ball on one of the two spots on the
table. A stripe and a solid must be at the back corners of the triangle, and the eight must be directly behind
the apex ball, but the order of the others doesn't matter. The cue is placed anywhere behind the other spot
on the table.

Game play
•

Each team must have at least three of their players participate in each game of pool. Players take turns
hitting the cue ball to knock the other balls into the pockets ("pocketing" them). Players must verbally
indicate which ball they intend to pocket before hitting the ball. Players may pocket any ball but the
eight until the first ball is pocketed, at which point the player who pocketed the ball must continue
pocketing the same type of balls and the other player the other type. Whenever a player pockets a ball of his
type, that player may go again. Once a player has pocketed all of his type of ball, she can attempt to pocket
the eight to win. When doing so, the player must indicate ahead of time which pocket he will knock the
eight ball into.

Fouls
•

A player fouls, ending her turn and allowing the other player to place the cue ball anywhere on the table:
- if she pockets the cue ball
- drives a ball off the table
- touches any balls on the table
- hits a ball before they all stop moving
- or fails to hit any balls with the cue ball.
•

A player automatically loses the game if he pockets the eight ball prematurely, pockets the cue
ball while trying to pocket the eight ball or knocks the eight ball into a pocket other than the one
he indicated before the shot.

